
Exchange Traded Funds ( ETFs) can help change the way 
you manage your investments.  ETFs combine the benefits 
of mutual funds and stocks, offering you diversified, 
efficient, cost- effective and transparent access to the 
world’s investment markets.

This investor tool kit has been designed to help you 
discover more about the benefits of using ETFs and how 
they can form a key part of your investment portfolio.
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WHAT IS AN ETF ?

an ETF is an investment fund that is traded on a 
stock exchange.

The aim of most ETFs is to track the performance of a specified index (like the 
s&p®/ Tsx® 60)i  and to provide you with the same return as the index less fees.

To deliver the same return as the index, the ETF (exchange traded fund)  
provider manages a fund that either replicates the holdings of the index 
(known as a ‘physically-replicated’ ETF), or alternatively, the fund can  
replicate the index’s performance by using a synthetic structure (known as a 
‘derivative-replicating’ ETF). 

like a mutual fund, an ETF gives investors access to a portfolio of stocks, 
bonds or other asset types (such as commodities).

like a stock, an ETF is bought and sold on a stock exchange offering investors 
the best of both worlds – the diversification of a mutual fund, with the  
intra-day trading and flexibility of a stock.

There are ETFs available that track most major indexes for domestic and  
international equities and bonds; commodities; and a variety of additional asset 
classes like real-estate and infrastructure, providing efficient access to many 
markets for investors. sector-based ETFs are also available, offering access to 
specific industries from both domestic and global views.

as a result, ETFs are fast becoming one of the most flexible and efficient  
investment tools used for portfolio construction and asset allocation. ETFs 
offer real benefits to your clients in an easy-to-use package – delivering  
low-cost, transparent and efficient access to the markets.

i    The s&p®/Tsx® 60 index is comprised of 60 of the largest (by market capitalization) and most liquid  
securities listed on the Tsx selected by s&p

many ETFs are index-tracking
investments that offer real 
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UNdERSTANdINg STRUcTURE & INdEx

ETF structure

Are all ETFs the same?

No.

Broadly speaking, there are 2 types of ETFs and the difference between 
them relates to what the ETF actually ‘owns’.

Understanding the index
ETFs are designed to track an index, so understanding the index that
the chosen ETF tracks is very important.

There are wide arrays of indexes that can differ significantly in terms of investment 
types and strategies.  This means it is essential to be able to assess the composition, 
objectives, performance and risks of each index.

Take canadian Equity for example:

>  What index represents the Canadian Market?
The s&p/Tsx 60 index is an efficient way to access large cap securities.

>  What is the market coverage?
The s&p/Tsx 60 index offers canadians access to 60 of canada’s largest blue chip 
companies in a single trade.

>  Which securities are included and in what weights?
The holdings are diversified across  sectors including  financials, energy, materials, 
etc. covering all gic sectors in the canadian market.

>  Is the index transparent? 
yes. you can see the index holdings at any point in the day.

other key class indexes include:

>  Canadian Fixed Income     

>  Canadian Corporate Bonds

>  US Equities (un-hedged)

>  Developed Market Equities (un-hedged) 

>  Emerging Market Equities (un-hedged)

dEx Universe Bond index 

dEx all corporate Bond index 

s&p 500 index 

msci EaFE investable market index  

msci Emerging markets investable 
market  index

additional resources
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bENEFITS OF ETFs

ETFs have become an essential portfolio building 
block, offering diversification, transparency and 
liquidity, all at a lower cost than traditional mutual 
funds.  Their growing popularity demonstrates the 
value investors place on the following benefits that 
ETFs have delivered.

additional resources
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dISpEllINg cOmmON ETF myTHS

The popularity of ETFs has grown enormously 
over recent years and with this has come a lot 
of commentary about their role in investors’ 
portfolios.  here we address some of the most 
common myths related to ETFs.

ETFs are just another product fad 
The first ETF was launched almost two decades ago and today there is 
approximately $2trni invested in ETFs globally, we firmly believe ETFs can 
now be considered for a mainstream part of any portfolio. canada’s own 
xiU (ishares s&p/Tsx 60 index Fund) was the world’s first ETF with a 
history spanning over 20 years.ii  since the launch of xiU in 1990, it has 
grown to be the largest ETF in canada with almost $12 billion in assets, 
and is the 2nd largest mutual fund in the country iii

ETFs are used by some of the world’s largest pension funds, government 
agencies, asset managers, banks, and individual investors.

ETFs and  index funds aren’t exciting   
The allure of actively managed funds may look more exciting because 
of the potential to outperform the market. index based investing was 
sometimes seen as less exciting. 

however there is substantial research that suggests that over the 
long-term, the bulk of returns in investment portfolios are generated 
through asset allocation rather than stock selection. Further, it is often 
challenging to find active funds that consistently outperform over the 
long-term. 

We believe both active and index strategies have a role to play in a 
well-diversified portfolio. ETFs offer investors the opportunity to 
access virtually any sector, geographic region or major asset class 
efficiently and cost effectively, creating near-endless opportunities 
for building customized portfolios.

ETFs are all the same – they’re just a commodity
When selecting an ETF for your client’s’ portfolio, a golden rule to 
remember is that not all ETFs are created equal and like any investment, 
undertaking due diligence on the provider and the fund is critical to 
selecting a product truly matched to your clients’ needs. 

We believe there are 5 main considerations to consider before choosing an 
ETF for your portfolio; provider, Exposure, structure, liquidity, and costs.

Each of these factors can impact product quality, suitability, risk and 
return and can vary significantly between providers and funds.

i    Blackrock ETp landscape march 31, 2013
ii   Blackrock asset management canada limited (formerly Tips 35 launched on the Toronto 
stock Exchange in march 1990)
iii  morningstar direct as of January 31, 2013
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dISpEllINg cOmmON ETF myTHS

When choosing an ETF, the underlying index doesn’t 
really matter-   
Each index provider creates its own set of requirements to define an 
index universe. For equity ETFs, key differences in index construction 
methodologies can include: number of constituents, market
capitalization, style and sector composition. 

some indexes, for example, differentiate between a country as being 
‘developed’ or ‘developing’. For fixed income ETFs, providers build  
indexes around criteria such as credit quality and maturity.  
Understanding these differences is vital in ensuring that portfolios 
contain the appropriate ETF to reach your investment goal.

It’s hard to tell exactly what an ETF invests in
one of the key benefits of ETFs is transparency– you can see what an 
ETF holds, its performance and costs often on a much more frequent 
basis than other investment funds. 

disclosure will vary between providers, but with ishares ETFs you can 
see this information updated every trading day. This transparency  
affords greater control over your portfolio and enables you to more  
quickly and efficiently respond to market events.

ETFs are only for market timers
Because ETFs can be bought and sold intra-day, some equate their  
application to that of stocks often used by speculators or market timers. 

however, over the long-term, investors can also benefit from the lower 
expense ratios associated with ETFs, as well as the significant  
diversification opportunities ETFs can afford – some ETFs offer access 
to over 1,000 companies in a single trade. 

as always, the benefits of an ETF should be considered in the context 
of an investor’s need for liquidity and their broader investing objectives 
and time horizons.
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pUTTINg ETFs TO WORk

it’s a new world, and in times like these, many investors are re-thinking 
their investment portfolio. as we crawl out of the lost decade, one  
certainty remains: the future is coming. it’s no longer enough to simply 
preserve what you have today; you have to start building what you need 
for tomorrow, and you can’t wait until tomorrow to do so. it’s time to be an 
investor again. Where do you start? start with one of these three strategies:

Strategy 1: you build - iShares basics ETFs 

Every investor’s needs are different. greater diversification is crucial 
and putting together the right mix of assets is arguably more important 
than ever. mixing and matching ishares ETFs to build your personalized 
investment portfolio can be an efficient, cost-effective approach to 
investing. 

get started with ishares Building blocks in three easy steps

Step 1: Consider the essentials
consider the essentials. access major asset classes and go across 
boarders with just 3 ishares ETFs: canadian stocks (XIU), U.s. stocks 
(XUS), and canadian bonds (XBB).

XIU XUS XBB

Step 2: Customize your portfolio
ishares makes it easy to customize your exposure with these additional 
ETFs: developed (XEF) and emerging (XEC) market stocks, dividend  
income (XDv), global fixed income (XHy), corporate bonds (CBo),  
short-term bonds (XSB) or select a one-ticker balanced solution (XTR). 

Step 3: Capture opportunities
see what the world has to offer. act on your ideas and adapt to changing 
markets. looking for income? consider XHy. or less volatility? Try an ishares 
minimum volatility strategy. ishares offers you over 90 liquid, transparent, 
low-cost- and diversified ETFs to implement your ideas.
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pUTTINg ETFs TO WORk

Strategy 2: We blueprint, you build – iShares 
Model portfolios  

ishares model portfolios were designed with that in mind. They are  
comprised of ishares ETFs and are reviewed and published as guidelines 
to building a diversified portfolio. They are constructed based on  
varying risk levels and an investors desire for domestic or global  
exposure. The models are dynamic and yield targets are analyzed on an 
ongoing basis and adjusted as a result of what’s really going on in the 
market and how feasible it is to achieve low, moderate or high yield.

additional resources

iSHARES PRoDUCT lIST

conservative income moderate income high income

data shown is for informational purposes only, does not represent an actual account, and is not the  
result of any actual trading. This information should not be relied upon as research, investment advice or 
a recommendation regarding the ishares Funds or any security in particular. This information is subject 
to change. actual investment outcomes may vary.

government 43.4 % 13.8 % 0.0 %

corporate 56.6 % 77.9 % 40.0 %

Us corporate 0.0 % 8.3 % 30.0 %

International 0.0 % 0.0 % 30.0 %
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pUTTINg ETFs TO WORk

Strategy 3: We build – iShares Multi Asset Class 
Products  

These funds of ETFs offer a strategic asset mix that maximizes  
diversification and can act as the core or completing elements of  
a portfolio. 

ranging from conservative to aggressive, these portfolios have varying 
risk tolerance levels, designed to help meet your individual needs and the 
amount of risk you are willing to take in your portfolio, based on your  
investment goals and objectives. 

and because they are pre-packaged, you get the benefit of asset allocation 
in a single security. 

XgR XAl XTR
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gET TO kNOW iSHARES by blAckROck

The ishares difference
it is a new world. Today’s markets may be more volatile, more uncertain 
and more complex than ever before. investing in today’s world is an  
active, dynamic process and many of the old ways of investing simply 
are not working any more.
ishares innovations deliver efficient, transparent market exposures to 
investors.

Why choose ishares?
ishares launched the world’s first ETF over 20 years ago; xiU - ishares 
s&p/Tsx 60 index Fund. since then xiU has grown to the be the largest 
ETF in canada with almost $12 billion in assets and has provided  
individual and institutional investors alike a way to access 60 of  
canada’s largest blue chip companies – in a single trade.i

ishares believes its success comes down to 
three key factors:

Professional quality: 
ishares delivers quality products that can help you navigate today’s 
volatile markets.

Individual choice: 
as your partner, ishares helps you execute investment ideas with  
insights and support.

Responsible innovation: 
ishares is an industry leader in making investing clear, fair, and  
efficient for you.

The World’s largest investment manager
over the years, millions of investors have entrusted their assets to us.

largest asset manager with $3.56 trillion
in assets under management (aUm)1

only asset manager ranked in the top 10
for open-end funds, ETFs, accounts and
closed-end funds (based on aUm)2

ishares® ETFs is the world’s leading ETF
provider, with more than $650 billion
in aUm3

1 aUm as of 6/30/12.
2 Based on assets under management. all aUm data is retail. source: intermediary-sold oEF 
6/30/12, cEF; ETF, simfund data; sma 12/31/11 cerulli data. Us retail rankings based on assets 
under management. 
3 source: Blackrock investment institute, Bloomberg, as of 6/30/12. Based on number of ETFs, 
aUm and market share. all figures are expressed in Usd.

i Blackrock asset management canada limited (formerly Tips 35) launched on the Toronto 
stock Exchange in march 1990
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ishares® Funds are managed by Blackrock asset management ca-
nada limited.  commissions, management fees and expenses all may 
be associated with investing in ishares Funds.  please read the rele-
vant prospectus before investing.  The funds are not guaranteed, their 
values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. 
Tax, investment and all other decisions should be made, as appro-
priate, only with guidance from a qualified professional.

standard & poor’s and s&p are registered trademarks of standard & 
poor’s Financial services llc (“s&p”).  dow Jones is a registered tra-
demark of dow Jones Trademark holdings llc (“dow Jones”).  Tsx is a 
registered trademark of Tsx inc., (“Tsx”).  all of the above trademarks 
have been licensed to s&p dow Jones indices llc and sublicensed 
for certain purposes to Blackrock institutional Trust company, n.a. 
(“BTc”), which in turn has sub-licensed these marks to its affiliate, 
Blackrock asset management canada limited (“Blackrock canada”), 
on behalf of the applicable fund(s).  The index is a product of s&p dow 
Jones indices llc, and has been licensed for use by BTc and by exten-
sion, Blackrock canada and the applicable fund(s).  The funds are not 
sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by s&p dow Jones indices llc, 
dow Jones, s&p, any of their respective affiliates (collectively known as 
“s&p dow Jones indices”) or Tsx, or any of their respective affiliates.  
neither s&p dow Jones indices or Tsx make any representations re-
garding the advisability of investing in such funds.

msci® and EaFE® are trademarks of msci, inc. (“msci”).  xEc, xEF 
and xmV are permitted to use the msci mark and, as applicable, 
the EaFE mark pursuant to a license agreement between msci and 
Blackrock institutional Trust company, n.a., relating to, among other 
things, the license granted to Blackrock institutional Trust company, 
n.a. to use the indices.  Blackrock institutional Trust company, n.a. 
has sublicensed the use of these trademarks to Blackrock asset ma-

nagement canada limited.  xEc, xEF and xmV are not sponsored, en-
dorsed, sold or promoted by msci and msci makes no representation, 
condition or warranty regarding the advisability of investing in xEc, xEF 
and xmV.

dEx Universe Bond index™ and dEx short Term Bond index™ are trade-
marks of Tsx inc. and has been licensed for use for certain purposes to 
Blackrock asset management canada limited by pc-Bond, a business 
unit of Tsx inc.  xBB and xsB are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or pro-
moted by pc-Bond, Tsx inc., its affiliates or third party data providers 
and they make no representation, warranty, or condition regarding the 
advisability of investing in the funds.

 “international index company limited”, “iBoxx®” and “markit iBoxx 
Usd liquid high yield index” are trademarks of international index 
company limited (“iicl”).  xhy is permitted to use the applicable marks 
pursuant to a license agreement between iicl and Blackrock institu-
tional Trust company, n.a., an affiliate of Blackrock asset manage-
ment canada limited, which has sublicensed the use of those trade-
marks to Blackrock asset management canada limited.  xhy is not 
sponsored, sold or promoted by iicl and it makes no representation, 
condition, warranty or recommendation regarding the advisability of 
investing in xhy.  

© 2013  Blackrock asset management canada limited.  all rights 
reserved.  isharEs and Blackrock are registered trademarks of 
Blackrock, inc., or its subsidiaries in the United states and elsewhere.  
Used with permission.
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